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Abstract
Electricity demand will increase every year to follow population growth, prosperity improvement,
and economic growth as a whole. The greater demand for electricity has been putting pressure on the
availability and cost of all-natural resources. Enhancing renewable resources and off-grid
energy which are unique to each community, providing safe, reliable, and affordable service,
also geographically and economically, is important these days.
The newest concept and one of the promising options for the fulfilment of electrical energy is the
energy scavenging. Energy scavenging is defined as capturing minute amounts of energy from one
or more of the surrounding energy sources, accumulating them and storing them for later use.
Energy scavenging has several advantages such as cheap, safe, maintenance free, flexible, and can
be used in various occasions.
So, in this power generating tiles project we are making use of tiles to generate electricity. Generating
off-grid electricity just by walking around or powering streetlights with your footsteps. We make use
of harvest kinetic energy as an Electro-mechanical energy. Our tiles are designed to be slightly
displaced vertically when someone walks on them. This vertical movement results in a vibratory
motion that generates electrical energy.
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Introduction
The sun, water, wind, wood and other plant products are all-natural resources capable of generating
energy through technics developed by men. Their relative low impact on the environment makes them
energies of the future that help humanity to face the problem of the management of the waste of the
nuclear energy and the emissions of greenhouse gases. Renewable energies also represent an
opportunity for more than two billion isolated people to finally reach electricity. These assets,
together with increasingly efficient technologies, favour the development of renewable energies, but
still very unevenly depending on the type of resources considered. With energy consumption
increasing, it seems unlikely that renewable energy will replace other energy resources in the near
future. It is therefore important that each one of us closely monitors his/her own energy consumption.

Types of Renewable Energies
It is an old principle like the windmills. The wind rotates the blades, which are themselves coupled
to a rotor and a generator. When the wind is strong enough (15 km / h minimum), the blades rotate
and drive the generator that generates electricity. This is the same principle as our good bike dynamo.

Hydraulic energy
Its principle resembles to the wind turbine. Simply, it is not the wind but the mechanical energy of
the water that drives the wheel of a turbine which in turn drives an alternator. The latter transforms
mechanical energy into electrical energy. The available power depends on two factors: the height of
the waterfall and the flow of water.
Solar energy
There are two types of solar energy: photovoltaic and solar thermal.
Described by the French physicist Antoine Becquerel (the grandfather of the discoverer of
radioactivity), the photovoltaic effect is simple in principle. The solar panels consist of photovoltaic
made of silicon, a semiconductor material that hosts electrons. Excited by the sun's rays, electrons
move and produce electricity.
The biomass energy
This generic term means, in fact, any material of organic origin. Therefore, energy uses of biomass
cover a large number of techniques. Overall, biomass can be used in three different ways: burning,
rotting or chemically transforming it.
Geothermal energy
In some rocks and at certain depths where energy flows, in the form of steam and warm waters. These
waters taken from their source or recovered when they emerge from the geysers, are collected and
distributed to supply district heating networks. However, under certain conditions, other usages are
also possible.
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Renewable Energies in term of costs
All kinds of renewable energies are using advanced technologies that cost a lot of money. In other
words, the funding of such projects can accede the amount of cost savings from those systems and
so, the government and the private entities need to put much money to produce little. However, it is
still a positive thing to be able to collect power from natural sources. In the other hand, some
technologies use natural sources like wood, and this is itself damaging the nature. The following table
gives an overview about costs of production of one Megawatt per hour for the different fields of
renewable energies.

Table01: Costs of Production for the Different Field of Renewable energies
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Human Locomotion
The energy cost of locomotion is a noteworthy thing is human energy spending plans. For instance,
Passmore and Durnin (1995) computed that strolling represented 20% of the week after week energy
consumption of agent who strolled 9 hours every week, and 27% of the substantially more noteworthy
energy use of coal mineworker who strolled for 21 hours every week. The lifestyles of these
illustrations were obviously altogether different from these early people; however, locomotion should
likewise be a noteworthy cost in the energy spending plans of seeker gatherer populace. It appears to
be likely that locomotion was essential likewise in the energy spending plans of early people. It in
this manner appears to be sensible to assume that human development may have been firmly impacted
by determination for structures and examples of development that lessen the energy cost of
locomotion.
Advance, it appears that each of us has learned energy-sparing practices and examples of development
by experimentation. We do not generally carry on in energy-sparing ways (in reality, a significant
number of us purposely take work out), however we have figured out how to spare energy when we
wish to do as such. This capstone venture is about the energy expenses of human strolling and
running, about how our strides appear to be adjusted to limit energy costs, and about how we ought
to arrange excursions to keep costs as low as could reasonably be expected. Also, this capstone project
mainly cares about the technics that translates human motion (walking and running) to an electrical
energy.
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Human Locomotion and Energy released
The human body is always in motion, and therefore motion resulted from motion is released. Walking
and running are the two main activities that generate much energy in the human body.
While walking, the angle between Calves and thighs is not considerable, which means the leg make
a little bending and the elasticity energy in negligible. However, by stepping only once, the gravity
centre takes the height of the person and then inclines which result in potential energy. While these
ups and downs, the centre of gravity decreases and acquires speed, therefore a discrepancy of the
kinetic energy in mirror of the potential energy.
We can no longer ignore the existence of elastic energy through the race because of the leg deferment.
A phase of flight happens. Unlike when walking, the centre of gravity increases more. Speed is
acquired during the descent. The potential and kinetic energies evolve in a mirror similarly to walking.
However, with values greater than the walking due to the appearance of a phase of flight and the
increase of the velocity.

Figure01: Summary of Motion Energy
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Footsteps
The objective of this project is about creating the electrical energy by utilizing the weight energy or
the human body mass, one can just stuns by knowing how much energy a man can have by essentially
strolling on the ground with an ordinary speed. As individuals' means (thousands upon thousands a
day) use and channel active energy excessively. At whatever point a man strolls, figures out how to
lose energy towards the ground by method for impact, vibration, and sound and soon, an aftereffect
of the move of overabundance weight to the floor. That energy might be utilized and changed over
into electrical energy. The genuine electro-motor ground is truly a way to deal with making electrical
energy by utilizing the active energy of the individual who strolls on the floor. The power ground
dislike conventional floor. The energy delivered by this ground will be condition agreeable without
having exhaust cloud. Delivering this kind of energy will be financially savvy moreover. The power
ground does not require any fuel or maybe any kind of energy asset, just making utilization of motor
energy. Based upon your abundance weight from a man proceeding onward the ground.

Figure02: Ideal scenario for placement of tiles in real world
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What are Triboelectric Materials?
Triboelectricity refers to the electrification of dissimilar objects or materials occurred due to the
collision resulting in the phenomenal flow of electrons from one material to other balancing the
potential difference. The process of rubbing materials against each other increase the surface contact
producing an electric charge which is termed as triboelectric effect. The phenomenon can be
exemplified as rubbing a comb through hair producing static electricity or frictional contact between
a plastic pen and sleeves; given the fact that strength of polarity is unpredictable and depends on the
collided materials, roughness of the surface, temperature as well as strain.

Figure03(a)

Figure03(b)
Figure03: (a) & (b) represents the charge transfer across triboelectric materials in unbalanced charge scenario
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Triboelectric effect is known for thousands of years. Although this is one of the most frequently
experienced effects that each and every one of us inevitably uses every day, the mechanism behind
triboelectrification is still being studied possibly with debate. It is generally believed that after two
different materials coming into contact, a chemical bond is formed between some parts of the two
surfaces, called adhesion, and charges move from one material to the other to equalize their
electrochemical potential. The transferred charges can be electrons or may be ions/molecules.
When separated, some of the bonded atoms tend to keep extra electrons, and some a tendency to give
them away, possibly producing triboelectric charges on surfaces. Here are some everyday examples
shown in the figure below

Figure04: Some everyday basic triboelectric materials

These Triboelectric nanogenerators works on the principle of charge separation by friction b/w two
objects. Important point to be noted is that this concept is usually for Small power applications. Well,
we all are aware of the principle of static electricity and thus we are using this idea in a form of device
in context to extract power in the form current. Static electricity is basically the imbalance of charges
on the surface of a material. Like here when 2 distinct materials come into contact with each other,
they exchange charges where 1 becomes +vely charged and the other as -vely charged. Materials
having such property are called Triboelectric materials.
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How are they made?
So, as we were searching for this concept to be used in the form that we actually wanted, we came to
know that some scientist came up with the concept to arrange 2 separate triboelectric materials
sandwiched between 2 electrodes so that they can generate voltage whenever they come into contact
with each other.
This being said, as we move towards the making of this nanogenerator, we first looked for the
cheapest yet effective materials that could be used here. So, we chose mustard seed available in our
kitchen itself as our first material. When these kinds of seeds are shaken in a plastic container, they
start to climb up the walls due to electrostatic charging.
The materials present in the core of the seeds are triboelectrically +ve , so in order to make the model
work, we need the 2nd material to triboelectrically -ve, meaning it should have a strong tendency to
gain electrons.
For this purpose, scientists chosen a material called PVDF i.e., Ploy Vinyl Di Fluoride. By looking
into the matrix, when we compare this to the everyday polythene, each C-atom has half of the Carbons
bonded with F instead of H.

Figure05: Mustard seeds climb the
container wall after constant shaking

Figure06: PVDF structure in comparison to Polythene
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure07: (a) Displaying PET (b) Applying glue and pouring Mustard seeds (c) The seeds are placed equally
for even contact (d) After applying the spacer tape and Cu tape for conduction

Starting from the base we can see that bottom most electrode is PET, over that araldite glue is applied
to fix the mustard seeds which are spread to form a single layer. This layer acts a one of the
triboelectric materials.
Above that Copper tape and spacer tape is attached where Cu tape is used to attach wires and spacer
tape is used to keep some space b/w both the electrodes under uncompressed conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure08: (a) PVDF solution (b) Obtaining PVDF solution over Aluminium foil

Now for the 2nd half, PVDF solution is collected over the Aluminium foil through electrospinning
machine. This part now acts as the topmost electrode as shown in the figure.
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Figure09: Placement of both layers of nanogenerator simultaneously over each other and then covering it
with the Kapton Tape.

Figure10: Final sub-part of TENG (Triboelectric Nanogenerator)

Then the whole device is sealed by Kapton tape and the device is ready now!!
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How do they work?

(a) Both electrodes comes in contact, movement of charge

(b) When both of them gets separated, we use a resistor to carry current creating a positive signal

(c) Both of them comes into contact again due to vibrations
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(d) Here the charge flows in the opposite direction thus creating a negative signal

(e) Repeated contact and separation of electrodes creates an alternating current and hence we get a
power output
Figure11: (a)(b)(c)(d)and(e) Explains the mechanism of TENG

When mustard seeds come in contact with PVDF, +ve charges are induced on mustard seeds and -ve
on the PVDF surface through charge transfer. An electric potential difference is created generating a
+ve signal. When the external impact is released, electrons flow in reverse direction due to a drop in
potential difference, thereby producing a -ve signal. So, this repeated contact and separation thus
develops an alternating voltage and current output through the nanogenerator.
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Technology Used
For analysis of the vibration setup, we have used different types of software’s like Solid works,
ANSYS Fluent, MATLAB.

SOLID WORKS

Why solid works?
Solid works is a very productive 3D CAD software tool, with its integrated analytical tools and design
automation to help stimulate physical behaviour such as kinematics, dynamics, stress, deflection,
vibration, temperatures or fluid flow to suit all types of design.
Solid works 2019 has been used in the project for making various cad models like Model of Train,
Panel and Actuator mechanism of the panel.

ANSYS FLUENT

Why ANSYS?
ANSYS structural analysis software enables you to solve complex structural engineering problems
and make better, faster design decisions. Ansys develops and markets finite element analysis software
used to simulate engineering problems.

MATLAB

MATLAB® is a programming platform designed specifically for engineers and scientists. The heart
of MATLAB is the MATLAB language, a matrix-based language allowing the most natural
expression of computational mathematics.
MATLAB lets you take your ideas from research to production by deploying to enterprise
applications and embedded devices, as well as integrating with Simulink® and Model-Based Design.
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Introduction to Mechanical
Design
First, we will start with the most basic component of the whole design model. The arrangement that
we mentioned earlier in the working part of Triboelectric nanogenerator. We shall start the
arrangement part by part and then head towards the final assembly.

Figure12: Top part of the TENG both from top and isometric view

Top part of the TENG consist of plate of 10 mm thickness. Then there is a negative electrode being
represented as a plus sign in the figure which is of 5mm thickness. The part also contain the
component of air dampers in the form of a cylindrical shaft of 5mm diameter.

Figure13: Bottom part of TENG both from top and isometric view
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The bottom part of the TENG consist of a bottom plate of 20mm with slots for the resting of spring
and a hollow shaft in which the cylindrical shaft will be inserted from the top plate. The remaining
area on the plate excluding the hollow portion will be of 5 mm thickness more extended upwards will
contain the mustard seeds.

Figure14: Spring part in the assembly

Figure15: Final assembly of the TENG

Figure16: Exploded view of TENG
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Engineering Drawing

Drawing01: Top plate of single TENG unit
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Drawing02: Bottom plate of single TENG unit
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Spring Design
Calculations
Taking the situation into consideration, we observe that the case for the vibration is Under Damped
Vibrations. First, we calculate the spring dimensions according to the forces that could be faced by
the springs. Here are the required calculations
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Using these formulas written below, we obtain the values for different Frequencies with respect to
the Force applied on the scale from 10 to 100 kgs.

Weight (N)

Effective
Force (N)

ωn

ωd

ζ

Frequency
(Hz)

10

150

77.459

77.439

0.0222

12.32

20

300

109.545

108.98

0.0156

17.35

30

450

134.164

133.97

0.01281

21.32

40

600

154.919

154.01

0.01194

24.67

50

750

173.205

172.89

0.00992

27.53

60

900

189.737

188.99

0.00905

30.25

70

1050

204.939

204.01

0.00838

32.48

80

1200

219.089

278.63

0.00784

34.81

90

1350

232.379

232.02

0.00739

36.94

100

1500

244.949

244.34

0.00702

38.91

Table02: Weight vs Frequency
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ANSYS Methodology
Spring

(a)

(b)
Figure17: Impact Analysis for single spring unit
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Single TENG Unit

(a)

(b)
Figure18: Impact Analysis for single TENG unit
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Final Assembly
We take 5x5=25 TENGs together to form a tile for size 300 x 300 x 16 (mm x mm x mm).
Here is the CAD design for the arrangement.

Figure19: Exploded view of the arrangement in the final assembly

Figure20: Closed view of the arrangement in the final assembly
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Engineering Drawing

Drawing03: Assembly for 5x5 TENG units
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Impact Analysis

(a)

(b)
Figure21: Impact analysis for the whole assembly of the tile
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MATLAB Circuit Diagrams

Figure22: Circuit for single TENG

Figure23: Internal connection of single TENG for the circuit

Figure24: Each TENG in the final circuit
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Figure25: Final circuit for plate with 5x5 TENGs (whole tile)

Figure26: Voltage storage circuit for final tile assembly
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Final Results

Graph01: Voltage vs Frequency

Graph02: Voltage vs Power stored in Capacitor (10µF)
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Power Obtained

Graph03: From single TENG circuit with 92V and 25Hz frequency (along with 25µF capacitor)

Description: The circuit has been run for 5 seconds only to store energy in the capacitor.
Within these 5 seconds we got only 18-19V of supply.

Graph04: From single TENG circuit with 92V and 25Hz frequency (along with 10µF capacitor)

Description: The circuit has been run for 5 seconds only to store energy in the capacitor.
Within these 5 seconds again and we got almost 36V of supply. This capacitor is most efficient in
order to save store energy in 5 seconds.
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Effective Force vs Power Output

Force(N)

Frequency
(Hz)

Voltage
(in a
single
unit)

For TENG
(in series)
Voltage

Voltage stored in
one capacitor

Total P.D. in
final circuit
(V)

Power
(Watts)

150

12.32

87

435

41

205

0.210125

300

17.35

81

405

38.5

192.5

0.185281

450

21.32

79.5

397.5

38

190

0.180500

600

24.87

79

395

37.5

187.5

0.175781

750

27.53

78

390

36.5

182.5

0.166531

900

30.25

77

385

36.2

181

0.163805

1050

32.48

76

380

35.8

179

0.160205

1200

34.81

73

365

34.9

174.5

0.152251

1350

36.94

71

355

33.5

167.5

0.140281

1500

38.91

68

340

32

160

0.128000

Table03: Effective Force vs Frequency vs Power Output per cycle
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Graph05: Frequency vs Power Output
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Conclusion
Today’s demands of electricity is becoming too high due to the growth of population. All sorts of
renewable engineering technologies are trying to extract energy from natural sources. However, as
we stated at the beginning, this Trinity Smart Tiles project does a very minor harm to natural resources
as compared to the conventional methods. Which in contrast, the energy is collected from the human
locomotion and translated into electricity stored in batteries to later uses.
This project should be wisely implemented in places like gymnasiums, markets, dance floors and
most frequented streets.
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